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SecureCo Aligns With a Select Group of

Industry Leaders to Bring McAfee

Enterprise Customers Obfuscated Data-

in-Transit

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, USA,

September 7, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/

-- SecureCo, Inc. (“SecureCo,” the

“Company,” “we,” “our” or “us”), which

offers protected and resilient data-in-

transit cybersecurity leveraging stealth,

deception, and obfuscation, today

announced that it had joined the

McAfee Enterprise Security Innovation Alliance (“SIA”). SecureCo will be integrating its CONNECT

product with the McAfee Enterprise ePolicy Orchestrator (ePO) and the MVISION Cloud CASB

solution. With this integration, SecureCo CONNECT will be able to provide McAfee Enterprise

customers with obfuscated internet data routing between their protected device endpoints and

SecureCo is excited to

integrate our CONNECT

capabilities into McAfee

Enterprise’s industry leading

endpoint and cloud security

solutions”

Alex Harrington, co-founder

and CEO of SecureCo

secure cloud services.

McAfee Enterprise SIA is the security industry’s most open

partner ecosystem empowering customers to deploy

technologies that facilitate faster innovation cycles, build a

coordinated, unified defense, and deliver security-based

business outcomes. SecureCo will be an important

contributor joining McAfee Enterprise in furtherance of a

new era in security where all components come together

to work as a single cohesive system, regardless of vendor

or underlying architecture.

“SecureCo is excited to integrate our CONNECT capabilities into McAfee Enterprise’s industry

leading endpoint and cloud security solutions,” said Alex Harrington, co-founder and Chief

Executive Officer of SecureCo. “With the addition of our data-in-transit security solution, McAfee

Enterprise customers will benefit not only from our multiple layers of encryption, but also from

obfuscated connections designed to camouflage data transmissions between endpoints and the

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.secureco.com
https://www.mcafee.com/enterprise/en-us/partners/security-innovation-alliance.html
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cloud, avoiding detection and interception.”

“We are pleased to add SecureCo to the select list of Technology Partners in the McAfee

Enterprise Security Innovation Alliance program,” said Javed Hasan, Global Head of Enterprise

Products Strategy and Alliances, McAfee Enterprise. “Once integrated, our joint solution will drive

important new security workflows for both U.S. federal and enterprise customers, a key goal of

the SIA program.”

ABOUT SECURECO, INC.

SecureCo offers exceptional protection and resiliency for data traversing the internet. Unlike

most data-in-transit security offerings, SecureCo uses both fortification and stealth, adding

valuable diversity to client defense strategies. Our platform-as-a-service routes data over a zero

trust mesh network using deception, obfuscation and misattribution, to not only

cryptographically secure sensitive comms, but to hide the very existence of the transmission.

SecureCo solutions are targeted for government and enterprise applications for mobile and

remote access, IoT, secure facilities and critical infrastructure. For more information, please visit:

https://secureco.com.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/549942176
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